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PRESS:
ITEM NO.9:

?

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2003 FOR THE COUNTY
OF MAUl (C.C. No. 01-244, C.C. No. 02-8, C.C. No. 02-53; Bill No. __ (2001);
and Misc.)

CHAIR HOKAMA: .. .(gavel). .. The Council's Budget and Finance Committee will
come to order. First of all, anyone wishing to testify this evening, if you could
please go to ... my left or your right and secure a sign up sheet please so we can
make sure that we call upon you to give your comments this evening. Thank you
very much South Maui, Kihei. We welcome your opportunity to ask for your
comments regarding the Fiscal Year 2003 Budget as proposed by Mayor Apana.
You will have three minutes to present your testimony. If you did need an
additional one minute to conclude, you will have and that is all you will have. I
ask that you turn off all your pagers and cell phones so that we can be courteous
to one another and if your cell phone or pager does go off, you will be asked to
leave the building and go outside. Okay. First persons testifying--oh, when you
come to the microphone, if, please state your name. We are recording this so
that we can have proper transcription of the minutes. If you are representing an
organization, please state your organization that you are representing and then
you may continue with your testimony. So, this evening we will start with our first
lady Sandra Stearns. And if I'm mispronouncing your name please correct me .
. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

MS. STEARNS: Thank you. My name is Sandra Stearns and I'm here on behalf of
Maui Humane Society.
Now, we're just asking that the County think of
us ... (inaudible) . .. allocated .. .funds this year while going through the Budget.
As you know we provide a lot of services to the community and not just to the
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people who adopt the animals
and ... (inaudible) . .. as well.

but

to

people ... (inaudible) . .. animals

CHAIR HOKAMA: Sorry for that. Thank you.
MS. STEARNS: That's fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Sandra.
MS. STEARNS: We've been experiencing shortfalls in the, in the budget. Last year, in
the Spay/Neuter Program, the County allotted $45,000, and in, in the 2001 Fiscal
Year, we actually spent $74,714 on the Spay/Neuter Program and that's just one
example of how we're experiencing shortfalls. And our donations just aren't
keeping us up to date with our finances anymore, so it's a real struggle. And we
do provide a lot of services to the County, so we're just asking that you consider
our budget and give us an increase. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Sandra. And my apologies to you people of
South Maui let me introduce who is here this evening. To your left and my right,
we have Mr. Alan Arakawa, the member from Central Maui, Kahului. Next to him
is Mr. Bob Carroll from East Maui, Hana. Next to him, we have our lady
Ms. Jo Anne Johnson from West Maui, Lahaina. To my left and your right is
Mr. Kane, Dain Kane from Wailuku. Next to Dain is Mr. Mike Molina who
represents the Paia-Haiku area. Next to Mr. Molina, we have Arthur Suyama
representing the Mayor's Budget Office. And then we have two ladies that are
indispensable to our committee workings, we have this evening
Jan Ogata-Inouye and Camille Sakamoto, which all good working committees
have is fine staff and that's our staff support, and I'm your Chairman Riki Hokama
from the island of Lanai. So, thank you very much for letting me introduce those
here this evening. Mr. Kawano and Ms. Tavares--Mr. Kawano is, is recuperating
and Ms. Tavares has an emergency, personal family thing on the mainland. So
that is why both of them are not here this evening. Okay. Next, we have
Mary Carriere.
MS. CARRIERE: Carriere.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Carriere. Thank you.
MS. CARRIERE: Chair Hokama, and Members of the Budget and Finance Committee.
I would like to thank you for your time this afternoon or this evening. I am the
Parent Committee President for Kihei Elementary ... Kihei "A" Head Start
Program. I am the Parent Committee President and I've been asked to represent
the 31 parents who make up that committee. They have asked me to come
tonight to thank you, to thank all of you for your budgeting restraints(?) to the
Head Start Program. We appreciate everything that you have done for us this
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fiscal year and we hope that you will continue to budget for the Head Start
Program as we did see in your proposal that you do plan on continuing those
budget restraints(?}. And we hope that with the HELP Program that the Mayor
has installed and all the other... all the other helpful events that he's had in the
community, we hope that you will take our sincere appreciation and thank you
back to the Mayor once this meeting has adjourned. Again, we would like to
thank you for your budgeting of the Head Start Program and we look for
continued success within that program. So, please thank you tonight.
?: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Ladies. And we can hear you but we need to
ask you to please use the mike, so that the recording can capture your testimony
accurately because we do transcribe verbatim and that way there's no, you can
be assured that what you say is actually is what print, is printed out in the
minutes. It's not someone's interpretation of what they think you said. Okay.
Next, we have Steve Sussman. Thank you, Steve.
MR. SUSSMAN: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. I'm a bit confused actually. I came here
thinking I would be in my capacity as Treasurer of the Maui Symphony. I find
myself as Vice-Chairman of the Animal Control Board of the County strongly in
agreement with the comments that were made just a couple of minutes ago
about funding for the Maui Humane Society. And then I looked at this and as a
Trustee of the Maui Historical Society, I want to express my appreciation for the
beautiful photographs of Bailey House Museum that are in the Budget. This is
quite a surprise and the people up there at Bailey House are going to be very
pleased. Getting back to more my role as Treasurer of the Maui Symphony, first
of all, I want to express my really deep felt, heart felt appreciate for the funding
which you provided for us last year. I can't tell you what this meant to our
organization, what a six figure funding amount did for us in psychological terms,
in practical terms. The money was spent directly, of course, as you know
primarily on youth programs and we needed it. We still need it and then I'm here
to ask you for continuance of this kind of funding. But it did so much more as
many of you may know, we've transitioned in this last year from a purely
volunteer organization to one that is now fully staffed. We have six employees.
We have an office that we share with another nonprofit organization up in
Wailuku, the Katz Jewish Library, which I'm also a Director. Nepotism. We have
expanded our operations. We have, in a year, gone from a budget of about
250,000 to just under a million. Next year, it will be more. We've been
imminently successful in what we do. In large part not just because of the money
but because of the support. Being able to go to people and say the County of
Maui is a six-figure contributor to the Maui Symphony has opened so many
doors. I don't want to steal our executive director's thunder, he's on the way
down from the airport. He just picked up Stuart Chafets who's our conductor,
who was going to try to get here tonight before our chorus rehearsal, which is at
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7 in Wailuku. He'll get here if he can. But we just today received confirmation of
a $75,000 grant from the Rice Foundation for capital acquisitions, which will go
primarily to instruments and things of that nature. Having that seal Maui County
and knowing people, that people looked and said this was a major leap of faith
for the County has just given us so much. We've been able, as you know to, for
the first time in the history of this state have live statewide broadcast of classical
symphony. The, our January broadcast, concert was broadcast live, live
throughout the state. Our March, March concert was broadcast live throughout
the state that featured a world premiere by a Maui composer. That broadcast
hopefully will be broadcast nationwide. We're working on that now on national
public radio. I want to just mention something else that I didn't really appreciate
until I took over as treasurer and that is what 1-MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MR. SUSSMAN: --if I can just be very brief. What I call a multiplier in economics. A
multiplying effect. The money that is given to us by the County in its generosity
has a tremendous multiplying effect not only just in the people we hire but within
the programs we do. And the fact that the youth chorus which we started in
January, we're now negotiating with the Shops at Wailea to have them perform
there and support the shops. We want to do the same thing at Kaahumanu
Center. I could go on forever. This is a passion of mine. I love what I'm doing
here as a volunteer. I'd be glad to meet with you at anytime at your convenience
and talk about the nuts and bolts. But thank you, thank you, thank you for your
support and we would very, very much appreciate continued support at the same
kind of level or higher if at all possible. Thank you again.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Steve. So, we can, Stuart Chafets is not here
at this time then?
MR. SUSSMAN: Yeah, he's on his way with Kent Stewart.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Kent Stewart is not. Okay, we're put that, their names on the
side. Next, we have Ms. Theodor Domay. And again, if I'm, you know, correct
me if I am mispronouncing your name please.
MR. DOMAY: Good evening. Thanks for giving me the opportunity to speak on behalf
of MEO. And first, I want to say, if you can look at it from a charitable standpoint
it would make sense just from that because every society is known by how it
treats its weakest links. But this goes way beyond charity. Okay. When you
look at myself, for example, I came to Maui five years ago and I had a lost a fairly
size, good size business, lost everything and had $100 in my pocket. Started
out, got my first little loan from MEO and off and running ever since. So, and in
the meantime, I have met other people who had, would have been on welfare or
unemployment or whatever and through the help MEO all of a sudden they're
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very successful people. So, going beyond the charity. I'll just pull out a few
statistics from MEO and that alone speaks louder than anything. We have
created, they have created 360 jobs, created and retained 369 jobs in the period
there in business--now this is about four, four years roughly--at a cost ratio of
about $3,000. And the average loan is a little less than 4,000. Okay. Now, the
average income now from all these people on an annual basis is approximately
24,000, which I took on a very low side because there's a few of 'em who made
millions now. Okay. So, I'm, I'm taking the low side of it. If you look at this, just
from one, from one year alone off a loan payout over four years of 1.1 million.
One year alone has returned almost $10 million already. So, if you look at it from
purely from an investment point of view, how many investments does the County
have that gives you 1:20 ratio from your investment to what comes back to you.
So, I would very strongly recommend that you keep funding them maybe even
expanding the program. Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Domay, is, is that, is that correct your name Domay?
MR. DOMAY: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You're specifically talking about the MEO Micro-Enterprise Program.
MR. DOMAY: Correct. Correct.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Okay. Next, we have Christy Martin.
MS. MARTIN: Aloha. Thank you for hearing us tonight. I'm testifying on behalf of the
Maui Invasive Species Committee, and we are supporting the allocation of
$100,000 to watershed protection and we're also asking that you consider also
giving 150,000 to support the watershed partnerships in Maui County. These go
to support fence building and eradication of invasive species such as miconia
from the forests. These fences keep out feral ungulates, which reduces the
mountains potential to soak up water and miconia, which also reduces that
potential. So, not only are we investing in today by purchasing a fence and
supporting workers out there doing this work, we're also supporting tomorrow for
our fresh water. We would also like to ask that you consider supporting the Maui
Invasive Species once again for $200,000 to continue our work with invasive
species. I have basically two pieces of good news to report to you and one piece
of bad news, so I'll give you the bad news first. In the news tonight, you'll see
that two veiled chameleons were found in Makawao. A couple weeks ago, we
did a report that a dead veiled chameleon was found in West MauL The good
news is that that was dead. The bad news is that two live ones were found in
Makawao. They looked to be a mating pair and the female looks to be pregnant.
So, we're going to go out on a veiled chameleon hunt in just a couple of days,
that's one of our functions as a rapid response team. We're the only ones that
do that sort of thing here. The good news, there is good news, we received
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$100,000--we just got the phone call today--from the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation to support our work. They think what we're doing is really innovative
and important and we compete every year with hundreds of different
organizations nationwide. We're very pleased to get this. We also have to
report, National Park Service is going to support the carryover of our emergency
environmental workforce, 15 people that are out in the forest clearing out
miconia. They were hired after September 11 th through the statewide program.
And National Park Service thinks that this is such a great deal that they're going
to pick up the tab for the next three months and hopefully the State Legislature
will take over from that time for the next perhaps six months funding this
program. These folks are out of work anyhow and they'll be earning $9 an hour
sitting at home or $9 an hour pulling out miconia in the forest to the tune of about
4,000 per week. So, that's our good news. Thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Christy, we have a few questions. First, let me ask
you ... obviously this alien species arrived here somehow, is your committee able
to give us recommendations on legislation of how we can prohibit or also
penalize people-MS. MARTIN: Yes.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --that are convicted of this type of action?
MS. MARTIN: This type of thing we're finding that it comes· in, they're smuggled in
either via the mail or people's suitcases. Probably with this species, they were
smuggled in as either eggs because this species lays eggs in the ground unlike
the Jackson's chameleon, which give live birth. They can smuggle 'em in a
Fed Ex box live or as young eggs. We don't have any sort of check on that sort
of thing. It relies on honesty of people to check the box and describe the
contents. Well, smugglers are dishonest sort of by nature and they don't check
that little live animal box. So, we need to figure out, you know, a fix for that and
it's going to need to be that we give up a little bit of our freedom to have our, our
mail maybe x-rayed. Maybe we may need to have some more dogs that are
trained to go through the mail as well as the cargo. A lot of this can come in via
airline cargo. So, it's going to, going to require not just Countywide approaches
but statewide we're going to need to all ban together and protect our island chain
from these things.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Maybe if you have an opportunity to touch base with
Mr. Suyama and my only reason I ask you to consider that is because there's a
lot of money appropriated by the Federal Government for either counter-terrorism
or anti-terrorism. And terrorism has been broadened whereby it's not what you
normally see on a Hollywood TV film but we can also have environmental or
biological terrorism and I would consider your invasive species and your
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alien ... Iizard to be a type of terrorism. So, maybe you can see if that would
qualify for some of those federal dollars.
MS. MARTIN: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Kane, you had a question?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Ms. Martin, I'm just trying to
clarify. There's already 100,000 in the proposed Budget from the Mayor and
then you're, you're making a request for us to consider an additional
$350,000 ...
MS. MARTIN: Actually ...
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: ... 150 and 200,000.
MS. MARTIN: Yeah, these are sort of two separate requests. I'd thought I'd just sort of
ball 'em into one since watershed is, you know, what we're all working for. The
100,000 is already in the Mayor's Budget that goes to watershed protection.
They're also requesting and primarily Nature Conservancy and the watershed
partnerships, West Maui Watershed, East Maui Watershed, are requesting an
extra 150,000 and that's specifically to go to continue to build these partnerships
to support the fence lines and the crews that they've got working out in the forest
doing this work. The 200,000 that the Maui Invasive Species Committee is
requesting is completely separate from that and it's not in the Mayor's Budget.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay, did, by any chance, the 100,000 that is there is that
the full amount you folks originally requested from the Administration? Or did
you request 300 and you got 100,000? I'm trying to understand where you folks
started and how it ended up with us.
MS. MARTIN: And actually, I think the best person to ask would be Nature
Conservancy because it originated with them.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. Thank you very much.
MS. MARTIN: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I understand we have Mr. Stewart here, Kent Stewart.
MR. STEWART: Good evening, Council Members. It's an honor to be here. My name
is Kent Stewart. I'm the Executive Director of the Maui Symphony Orchestra and
a resident of Kihei. I speak before you a year later than, than the first time I
addressed you and want to say to you first, thank you for the support that you
have, that you've committed this year to the Symphony. It has made a
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substantial difference in our ability to do what we set out to do and deliver the,
deliver the music that we promised to do. I think the most exciting thing to report
to you in this past, over this year is that, we have, the youth concerts that were
conducted drew almost double--maybe more than double the number of kids that
had ever attended before. To the point that we were, we were basically playing
to full houses in the Castle Theater. A thousand, a thousand young Maui
students each concert times two and they had a ball. We were, we were
reaching them and we were very pleased by the level of teacher participation and
the student response that came and the advance preparation that happened.
The other thing that I would want to say to you is that the support of Maui County
has made a tremendous difference in our organization's ability to have other
funding institutions take us seriously. It's always important to a foundation, it's
always important to a major donor to see who's also taking a position of support.
And the fact that the Maui, that the County of Maui has done so, helped us to
obtain two major gifts this year to each of which both gave us general operating
funding but also helped start an endowment for the Symphony that will build our
strength in, on into the future and our ability to sustain ourselves independently.
In addition, each of those, those other foundations have supported us, have
chosen to support the Symphony as well at increased levels. So, it's not the
money that you've provided in a vacuum that made such a difference. There's
always a ripple from the effect of, of what you did and we thank you for that. I
would hope that the County Council this year would choose to again support the
I know that special
Symphony in the way that you did this past year.
circumstances existed this last year but I hope that you can take a serious look at
what might be possible for, in your budget planning and see what you can do.
The Symphony is a, is a very vital resource for this community, for this County,
and we are having an economic impact.
MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MR. STEWART: Thank you. I'll be done right away. We're having an economic
impact. We're employing Maui people and we are I think increasing the visibility
of the County and of Maui throughout the United States. We've performed on
public radio twice in the last two concerts statewide and people are talking.
Thank you very much for your time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Stewart. Next-MR. STEWART: Anyone have questions?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Questions, Members? Okay. Thank you very much, Kent.
MR. STEWART: ... (inaudible) . ..
CHAI R HOKAMA: Next, we have the Music Director Stuart Chafets.
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MR. CHAFETS: Hi, good evening. Thank you very much. It's a pleasure to be here
and I'm really honored to be here talking to you. I want to thank you very much
for your support as you've just heard from Kent Stewart, our Executive Director.
I'm on my way to a chorus rehearsal with the Maui Symphony Chorus. We have
the 4A Requiem coming up. I guess I, I don't want to make this a PR moment
but make sure you're there on April 15th at the Maui Arts and Cultural Center.
The Maui Symphony Chorus is about 80 members strong at this point of, of Maui
community. And I, I just want to say in the close to three years that I've been on
board we've had tremendous growth and tremendous success. Of, of course
you heard earlier that we went from $150,000 budget to close to a million dollars
now and we're very excited about the youth concerts and the youth outreach that
you've enabled us. I've had people come up to me and say, you know, not only
did my kids learn something but I learned something too as I accompanied them
to the concert and it's great when a family can be involved and see all the good
things that we're trying to do. And because of the lack of music education in the
schools, the Maui Symphony really tries or is really trying to fill the void in
educational outreach especially with music. This is so important. And this has
been concluded time and time again that musical instruments and, and music
percussion and, and learning different classical instruments help in test scores,
concentration. For the future, we're very interested in expanding our youth
outreach and we can't do it without your help. It's been so great what you've
done for us and I, I continue to urge you to support us in the future as well. And I
have been a Hawaii resident for 13 years and the buzz on Maui with the new
symphony has been very exciting and with the two live broadcasts that we've
had, I'm getting calls from all over the country. People on Lanai, people on Maui
visiting saying, I had no idea Maui has a symphony like this. And it makes us
feel proud that here we are in the Maui Arts and Cultural Center giving it its full
value with a good quality orchestra and thanks to you this has occurred. Thank
you so much on behalf of your Music Director for your Maui Symphony. Thank
you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Stuart. Next, we have Lisa Lovejoy.
MS. LOVEJOY: Good evening. Thank you for allowing me to voice my enthusiasm.
I'm, hi, my name is Lisa and I'm representing Imua Rehab and the families of
Imua. First of all, I want to thank you for your support of Imua Rehab in the Infant
and Child Development Program there. I want to ask the County Council to fully
fund the Maui County Community Partnership Grant Program of
the .. .Department of Housing and Human Concerns. Imua has applied for
monies out of this and that that those monies will support the program for the
Infant and Child Development Program. This is the only program on Maui and
Lanai and it provides a comprehensive early childhood intervention for birth, from
birth to age three for kids who have developmentally, developmental delays or for
families who are, there children who are at risk of developmental delays. And
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research has said that if we get these involved in--well, we help them along if
they're not develop ... you know, developing properly--if we can help them along
between those early ages that is when we can make the most impact in a child's
life. And, and I just wanted, from a personal side, I have a daughter that's
involved in this program. My daughter was born two and half years ago and she
hated to be on her tummy and as a mom I knew--and I mean I don't mean
hated--she just screamed and, you know, the pediatrician said to strengthen the
neck and the back so that they learn how to, you know, crawl and just for the
deven ... developmental of her that would be good for her. And so, every time
we did that she would scream like somebody was hurting her and as a mom, I
knew something was wrong. She never crawled, never to this day even--I mean
now she does--but she never crawled as an infant and I was very concerned
about it and I mentioned to my pediatrician a couple of times and for a while she
said he'll develop on her own time, which is true, kids do and they all do it
different. But something kept telling me to persist and persist, and he referred
me to Imua Rehab to find out that she had some gross motor problems and
some sensory problems. And, and I would never had known, known that had I
not persisted and had that not been available to us here on MauL So, what that's
given her and me is it's as a parent, as a mom, what they have done for me, the
occupational therapist and a physical therapist that work with me, is they have
given me the education to know how to help my daughter to help her advance in
these little areas. And if they're not significant but they're areas where she could
have really been significantly challenged later in school and PE. And so, it's
given me confidence to help her, it's also given her confidence and
self-assurance as we're progressing. And she's going to be three, three in July
and she will be transitioned out of the program but I can say as a parent she has
excelled where we wouldn't have known how to deal with her.
MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MS. LOVEJOY: I mean we would have encouraged her but we wouldn't have
understood her problem. And so-MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MS. LOVEJOY: Thank you. I'm just going to wrap up real quick. Investing in these
kids at a early time is going to help the future of these kids to benefit the
community. So, I just want to ask that you would continue funding that because
this is an awesome program and I'm going to continue to be involved even after
my child is out. I'm working with Program Development with them and am very
interested that this program stay alive and well on Maui 'cause there's a lot of
kids out there who really need it. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Lovejoy. Next, we have Linda [sic] Shapiro.
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MS. SHAPIRO: Hi, thanks for letting me speak. It's Lindy Shapiro-CHAIR HOKAMA: Oh, I'm sorry. Thank you.
MS. SHAPIRO: --but it's a weird one, so it's hard.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Lindy. Lindy, Members.
MS. SHAPIRO: Well, Lisa did a great job saying most of what I was going to say. I'm
also here on behalf of Imua Rehab. I'm a Board Member there. I also used to be
a speech language pathologist for Imua. So, I have a lot of the same things to
say about the program from kind of more the professional side of it. Again, I just
want to really encourage you guys to ... to fund the Maui County Community
Partnership Program of the Department of Housing and Human Concerns. Imua
has applied for a $67,000 grant from this program. The monies that Imua would
receive from that would help to, help to fulfill the salaries of the speech therapist,
the occupational therapist, the physical therapist and a little bit of the executive
director at Imua. Those are really essential. The therapists are such an
essential component of Imua's programming. From a professional standpoint I
mean just what Lisa was saying, it's really what Imua gives to families I think is
such a great gift. It's really, it's, it's empowering families. It's empowering
children. It's a proactive approach. We're preventing much larger problems that
could be going on in the future. It's such a wonderful program here. It's free to
families and, you know, the more we can reach out, the more we have to be able
to reach out and to expand our program services the better. I just, I felt great
being able to work for them and I'm so, I feel so honored to be able to be on the
Board. So, I just hope that we can continue to expand the program. And she
just said most of what I was going to say, so I'll be short. And thanks again for,
for letting me speak.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Ms. Shapiro. Next, we have Denissa, Denissa Andrade.
MS. ANDRADE: Good evening. Good evening. I would, I'm a parent from Kihei "B"
Head Start and I just wanted to testify on behalf of the Head Start Program,
MEO. I'm going to read my letter verbatim. Thank you very much for supporting
MEO programs. The Head Start Program has been very beneficial and
encouraging for my family. My daughter has been exposed to many social and
learning experiences that will last here a lifetime. This has been the most critical
time for here during her tiny little four-year-old lifespan to begin building social
skills, cognitive skills and self-esteem. This early start to learning will be the
foundation that will carry her successfully through the rest of her life. I'm very
grateful for the Head Start Program to allow us this great opportunity. Not only
does my daughter benefit but also I benefit as well as from the program. I
receive information that's helpful for our family. I contribute to deci. .. decision
making processes. I volunteer at the Head Start class and I receive helpful
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advice and support by the wonderful teachers and staff at Head Start. My
self-esteem and social skills have improved while I've been involved with the
Head Start Program. My daughter will be starting kindergarten next year and I'm
very happy to know that the Head Start summer program will be available for us
to continue preparing her for school. Being a single mother without many friends
and family is very difficult because I have little resources to give my children
everything they need in life to fully prepare them for life. I'm thankful that these
programs exist so that we a low-income family can still receive every opportunity
to create a better life for ourselves. And thank you again for supporting and
funding MEO programs. Do you have any questions? Thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, Melissa [sic]. Next, we have a veteran
of our meetings, Mr. Gene Thompson.
MR. THOMPSON: Thank you. My name is Gene Thompson. I'm a Kihei resident and
speaking on my own behalf. I. .. there's certainly some great things in the
Budget this year and I wish I could give time to all of them. I'm sure you're glad I
can't. I do have two, however, I've selected. One is the north/south collector,
which is an item coming up this year. I'm interested in this because I've worked
on a number of the north/south collector committees. Time and again, time and
again, they're not seeing it yet. And as you can see by coming in here, Kihei is
growing far faster than I think that anybody had foreseen and we don't have a
proper north/south place for, for biking or walking really and yet this is the kind of
community where you want to do this. The north/south collector is pretty well
thought out. It would give us something down the center of Kihei. It would
relieve a lot of the tensions in the town and it, it is really needed. It would be
basically as I think Joe Bertram will explain to you, something of a parkway
running through the middle of town. And Kihei has it, in it to be a beautiful town
and we should have that, and there's a lot of support for it here and I certainly
want to give you my support. Now, I also--you've already heard a lot about the
Maui Symphony, however, I have been a contributor of, to it for many years. And
I'd like to say, first, I'm amazed that Maui has a symphony orchestra at all. This
is something especially when I was younger that only happened in very large
cities and it isn't just that it's the quality of it. It's, it's a first rate symphony. I can
hardly believe it when I go to it. It's not only a cultural asset for us, it's an
economic asset. I know because I lived in the middle of our tourist population
here that a lot of our visitors like to go to the symphony and go to the concerts
there and they like also the other things at the Arts and Cultural and lao Theater.
They don't, you know, they, they love our Hawaiian shows but they want
something else 'cause a lot of these people stay here for quite a while. Also,
another asset that's related to it is our Maui Symphony Chorus and without the
Symphony--this is a very outstanding group--and without a symphony back up it
just wouldn't exist but it is kind of an all Maui operation and I'm surprised at how
good it is. I think all of you know that symphony orchestras throughout the world
are, all have to have public support. None of them are self-supporting. In
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San Francisco, where I come from a portion of the hotel tax, a fairly large portion
of the hotel tax goes into supporting the arts including the symphony and the
ballet and the, the opera. And I remember years ago when they first introduced
that tax that's what it was all to go to it at that time. I think they've since added to
the tax and added more recipients. Well, I think the Maui Symphony has done
what it set out to do. It's proven itself ...
MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MR. THOMPSON: ... and is worthy of generous support public and private. Thank
you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Thompson. Good to see you here again.
Next, we have Gladys--yes--hold on please, Mr. Thompson. Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Gene.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Gene.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Before you sit down.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Gene. Gene, can you come up I think Mr. Arakawa has a question
for you please. Thank you.
MR. THOMPSON: Sure, Alan.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Good evening, Gene. Good to see you. You know
you've been in most of the meetings on the north/south collector road. In the
Budget this year, the Department is looking at putting a bridge over the area by
Kaonoulu that that gulch there and when the developer was going to be doing it,
it was sort of like a road going in the gulch not spanning it. In, in your evaluation
and as you've been seeing through the committee, do you support the bridge
going over at the cost?
MR. THOMPSON: I, I'm--frankly, Alan, I'm not that familiar. I think Joe Bertram who
will be speaking on the same subject could probably answer it more intelligently
than I could. My own point of view is I would be willing to go right into the gulch
if, as a walker and a biker, whether this would work or not I don't know. But ...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay.
MR. THOMPSON: ... I bet the bridge is pretty expensive as I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, it's like about 10 times the cost of doing a
_ _ , that's why I was curious because you were involved with that.
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MR. THOMPSON: Yeah, well, he's, he's much more familiar with this than I am and
walks this a good deal more than I do.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay.
MR. THOMPSON: I, I would rather have someone else besides myself answer that.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Just in sort of a follow up. In that particular area when
it's been raining heavy, have you seen a real lot of water going through that gully
area from the top?
MR. THOMPSON: I'm not, I'm not all that familiar with that particular gulch. I'm more
familiar with the ones in the south end where I live. Again, I think he might be
able to answer that a little better than I could in terms of the volume of water.
Kihei is funny, you know, they, you can go years and years and years and there's
hardly a drop go through them and then all of a sudden it pours through all of
'em. It's ...just how much that would justify a bridge I don't know for this
particular use.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: No, I'm just trying to--in my mind, I'm trying to look at
the Budget that's why I'm asking you because I wasn't here when it was raining
really heavy the coup ... about a month ago and I was kind of getting, trying to
get an idea of what the water flow was like in that area.
MR. THOMPSON: That I don't know. I don't know. The, the other gulches I saw it's,
it's, yes, it's rather heavy for about an hour and then that's kind of the end of it.
It, it, it's not a continual flowing thing at all.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you.
MR. THOMPSON: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
Okay.
Thank you, Mr. Thompson.
Gladys Cachola-Gross .
. . .(pause) . .. You can just grab, grab it, Gladys. Thank you.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: Good evening, Mayor Apana, Chairman Hokama, and
Members of the Committee of the Budget. .. .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR HOKAMA: Can you grab the mike? Easier, yeah. Yeah, I think maybe if you
just grab the mike-MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: Like this?
CHAIR HOKAMA: --that might be ...
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MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: A little bit better.
CHAIR HOKAMA: ... easier for you. Yes, thank you.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: Okay, very good. Now, am I okay?
CHAIR HOKAMA: That's great.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: My name is Gladys Cachola-Gross and I'm here to speak on
behalf of the MEO Head Start Program. I am a teacher among the three of
us--we all teachers--at the Kihei "8" Head Start Program. I, I know that you all of
copies of letters that our parents have submitted. Among them would have been
Denissa's and in my hand I mean what you have before you are four copies--one
of which is mine. I'm not going to read them verbatim but I would like to speak
about these parents who have written these letters and tell you a little bit about
themselves. They are all faithful volunteers in our program. So, they, they know
very much, very well how Head Start program's work. One letter is from
Monica Frazee. Monica is a single parent of twins. So, double the pleasure but
double the trouble. Actually, she has seen these boys thrive in our Head Start
Program and so she is very grateful for having Head Start for, for her children to
attend. Another pair of parents is Donald and Franka Lono, straight from Hana.
Franka is from the Netherlands, so you can just well imagine that their daughter
who is very unique child is probably going to be the first to be accepted by
Kamehameha Schools a product of Head Start. I'm very proud. Another is pair
of parents, Prestine and Jason Akaka. Now, Prestine and Jason Akaka are high
school products(?), right, high school graduates, but their child who they love
dearly and whom they had enrolled after much encouraging from other agencies
and sources to enroll their child in Head Start, and because of Head Start and
our service that we provide, we were able to identify their child for special needs.
So, little Taige(?) who cannot speak too well. We cannot understand him
sometimes but he's coming along very, very well because he was identified with
a special need, certified, and now he is receiving services from the DOE which
he will continue to receive until he's 18 years old. So, thanks to Head Start, he is
able to do this for himself. The parents are very grateful. In fact, if you notice
they signed the letter saying grateful parents. Grateful being spelled greatful.
MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: So, they are very grateful. Another child that had, whose
parent was supposed to be here and couldn't make it, has also been identified
with special needs. So within our class we have two children who have been
identified and certified with special needs and again, as I said they will continue
to receive services through DOE until they're 18 years old. Now, this is a very
effective program. I believe in it. I am a former Head Start parent myself. My
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daughter was a Head Start child. Her daughter was a Head Start child and her
daughter was also a Head Start child. So, as you see daughter, granddaughter,
great granddaughter. So, tutu is very, very happy with Head Start. And thanks
to you and the trailers that that you were able to put up and setup for, for us, I
have a job. So, I thank you all very much. Our parents thank you. Our children
thank you. And I urge you to continue your support for Head Start. The full day
program-MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Four minutes.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: --the half-day programs and the summer programs. Give us
your help 'cause we really need it. Mahalo.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Gladys.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: Any questions?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: You should never ask those, Gladys.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: Yeah, I know. I spoke to you earlier, yeah, you coming to
read story?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: I just curious about one thing.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: Fine.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: If you had to do an evaluation of all the parents that
have need for Head Start Program-MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: An evaluation?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --of, of the Kihei area, the area that you're in. Do you
think that the program is servicing pretty much you need in this area or should it
be enlarged?
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: I really believe that there are more families out there who
could use our services but because we are limited to only--we have two
centers--to 20 percent or reservice 40 families, of course, some of them move
away and others fill their places but I believe there are more families that could
use Head Start. And I also believe that if we have continued funding, we could
continue what we call our p.m. program, which would piggyback on morning
programs. Right now, I'm the teacher for morning program and I was once a
teacher for an afternoon program so I know that if you have two programs
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utilizing one site, you would be able to serve more families and I really believe
that that could be done.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay, and the, the cost, the cost savings I guess
would be really proportional because the, the dwellings-MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: Oh, very, very much. Yes, because you're using the same
site for two centers, for two Head Start programs. I mean it would be double,
yeah, I mean double the effectiveness but less the cost.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah. Okay. Thank you very much, Gladys.
MS. CACHOLA-GROSS: You're welcome.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Next, we have a Mr. Ray Hart.
MR. HART: Hello and thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Hart, why don't you adjust the mike so you don't need, yeah, you
don't need, yeah. Thank you. Yeah, and just maybe pull it up. There you go.
MR. HART: All parts.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you.
MR. HART: Ray Hart, and I'm speaking regarding the MED Program Economic
Literacy. And I'm speaking basically as a teacher who has utilized the program
this year and I've used in two ways: one of which they had disseminated
information about a stock simulation program and part of the program .. .(end of
tape, side 1A) . .. on Oahu and they covered the cost so that I could fly over and
take the class. Two different classes, you know, two different flights. And that
was a great experience because then I got to have my students participate in the
stock simulation program. And also related to that is I had ten teams in my class
of three students and two of my teams, one came in first in the state and the
second one came in second in the state. So it, it paid off. The second program
that I was able to participate in was an online course they had setup in basic
economics. And the course was setup to train teachers on basic economics and
then to write lesson plans and then use this in their classroom. We paid, you
know, a nominal fee I think it was $60 for the class but the fact that it was an
online class and that we could do it our own time in our own way, which fits our
lifestyle a lot better than trying to find a place and a time. And that's been
extremely valuable because what we, what the class basically did was cover the
standards in economics, the State Standards, but provided our students with
some vocabulary and concepts in which we could place all this information. I
think one of the most important ones for children was the term opportunity cost.
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Once you've spent it, you can't spend it again. Another one, we were dealing
with social studies and we came to the triangular trade route. The, the rum for
slaves and molasses back up to more rum and so forth. But going into the basic
principles of trade and talking about the evils of tariff and everything, which had
an impact on our students when the two tariffs went in, in the last, the steel tariff
and the lumber tariff and how it's going to affect MauL So, it became more real.
The children had vocabulary and concepts to take things that were going on in
their life. So, I would ask you please to continue your support of this program.
There are about 60 of us teachers-MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MR. HART: --on Maui at this point that have participated in the economics program not
just this one but there's a large number of parts. They've done an excellent job
and I think we're going to reap the benefits in the near future as these students
come out with knowledge and skills that we need on MauL Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
Mr. Molina.

Thank you very much, Mr. Hart.

Mr. Hart, a question from

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: How's it going? How you doing, Ray?
MR. HART: Good.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Would, would you say this program has also really
helped enrich your, your, yourself as an educator and your, your fellow
educators-MR. HART: Oh, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --in the field of economics?
MR. HART: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
MR. HART: Definitely, because well, if we had a greater understanding of economics
we might not have become teachers in the first place.
ALL: .. .(laughter) . ..
MR. HART: But now that we're trapped in there. And an example just to back up, this
is just a reprint from Friday's issue of the Pacific Business News, which was
about our experience, you know, in this program. Recognition outside of the
County of Maui you know.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Well, thanks for doing your,part-MR. HART: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --and making economics much more lively and exciting
to our young minds out there, Ray.
MR. HART: Yeah. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Hart. Next, we have Mr. Jerry Stowell.
MR. STOWELL: Hi, folks. I'm representing the Hawaiian Island Humpback Whale
National Marine Sanctuary and I'd like to speak in behalf of our pals the
Community Work Day Program. We think they're a really five star program. We
are big time members of their fan club. They do a lot of good for the, the whole
island and I'll pick out a couple of specifics. One of several of many that they've
done for us specifically, they've, they've, they've done beach cleanups, which
include us, the County land on one side, and the State land on the other side.
They've done eradication of alien species on our property just to name two of the
many things they've done for us. I'd also like to emphasize that they seem to
have extraordinary management abilities. They can take a small or a modest
amount of resources and turn it into a very large successful project. So, we'd just
like to say that, give you our thanks for their, supporting them in the past and
hopefully you will support them in the future. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Stowell, and we'll make sure that
Ms. Dapitan gets, gets aware of your comments. Next, we have Nathan Umetsu.
MR. UMETSU: Thank you for seeing me this evening. I'm Nathan Umetsu. I'm an
active duty military member right up here at the Tech Mart(?). I came here in
June '98 and ever since I've been a volunteer working with the Community Work
Day Program. For the last three and half years, I was, I'm a coordinator down in
Makena landing and as everyone know Makena landing is a very popular place
for kayakers as well as tourists going out snorkeling and scuba diving and with
that in mind, there's also a lot of local people that use, use those beaches. And
because of such a small area there's still a lot of debris whether it be
construction, due to construction of houses coming up and of, of the regular park
use during the daytime. And the Community Work Day like the gentleman before
me spoke has done an outstanding job ever since I've been here. I am due to
leave in June and hopefully the County Members of Maui can continue to fund
the Community Work Day and in the long run keep Hawaii beautiful as well as
keeping America beautiful. Thank you .
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Umetsu, and thank you for volunteering
your time to the County. Next, we have Diane Zachary.
MS. ZACHARY: Good evening, Council Members. It's always wonderful to be in front
of you. I'm Diane Zachary, the President of the Maui Pacific Center. And I'd like
to start by offering you my thanks for your support last year of the smart growth
conference that took place in October. It was actually a big undertaking to do
that conference. Our, our goal was to present a balanced point of view to the
degree that we could looking at what Maui could do to improve its community
design, get people more involved in the planning process, and create something
that really is both economically, environmentally, and socially beneficial to all of
us. Two hundred people attended. Most of you were there and the response
was generally very, very positive. It raised a lot of questions though in people's
minds and also I think raised expectations that the County would continue to
move forward in this regard looking at smart growth strategies. The Mayor has
included in his Budget an appropriation for a smart growth workshop. It would be
just a one-day workshop to take place in the fall of this year, and Maui Pacific
Center would again organize that and we're asking for your support for that
workshop. One of the things that happens to me in the grocery stores or if I'm at
the beach or something and somebody who was at the conference or saw the
conference on television says, well, what's, what's been happening since that
conference? What's the County doing? What are developers doing? And a
primary goal of the workshop is to report to the community what has been
happening. There are actually are a number of things happening but people
aren't necessarily aware of it and continuing the dialog about what has been
going on or what we want to see for our community is really important. We are
going to organize it so that it will hold even more than 200 people. If you may
recall, we were at capacity at the last conference. We couldn't take any more
people and so we want to be able to accommodate more people at this one. All,
we have already formed an advisory committee that includes most of the folks
who were involved in planning the last conference but also has included a
number of developers. We've met twice now and are beginning to look at some
of the issues that should be covered. People are realizing that there are no easy
answers but we have to really work hard to build trust among all of us where
there are different points of view. Look where there really are similarities so that
we can build on those similarities and then move forward based on that. So, I
really ask for your support for the Budget item regarding the smart growth
workshop. I certainly hope that you'll attend. And please know that the
Environ ... Environmental Protection Agency-MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MS. ZACHARY: --the EPA is waiting to see if the Council will approve this funding
because they have agreed that they would make a contribution of $10,000 if the
County passes this. So, again your money would be leveraged with, on behalf of
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other agencies. So, thank you very much for your past support and thanks for
your continued support. Any questions?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Diane. Thank you very much, Diane. Next, we have
Max Tsai.
MR. TSAI: Okay, I guess that's high enough. Aloha, my name is Max Tsai. I'm the
President and Partner of T.C. Kokua, right here at the Maui Research
Technology Park. This is my first time here but I'm honored to speak on behalf of
the Maui Economic Demoa ... Development Board's High Tech Maui marketing
efforts. I really think that. .. they, excuse me, this program plays a very important
role in the overall State and County's high tech initiative. For some of you who
don't know me, I spent about ten years in high tech Silicone Valley. One thing
that I looked at before I setup shop here was the image issue and before I set out
here in Maui, I realized that there are a lot of opportunities in the mainland. What
Maui needed was to basically change its image from a purely resort, travelers,
tourist type of destination to more of a high tech destination for high tech
companies. And the critical components of the High Tech Maui marketing effort:
one, is their newsletter, newsletter, which has circulation of 8,000 and it reaches
all international, domestic companies alike and I think that's very important
because you've got to get your name out and that's one of the __ ways to do
that. Number two, is their website which has a circulation of--oh, actually a hit of
30,000 a month and that's pretty tremendous. I was a featured company,
T.C. Kokua, and I actually had a student in Texas that inquired about my
company of what we do and I think that that's tremendous. And also, the High
Tech Maui's marketing effort does a great job profiling the local community and it
gives people a really good idea of what's going on here as far as assisting the
companies who want to, want to relocate here to get a knowledge of what Maui
has to offer in terms of high tech. And I'm, I'm pleased to be here and I thank
you for your continued support. Any questions?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Max. I have a question from Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Good evening, Mr. Tsai. Your, I'm sorry the name of your
company is what Kokua?
MR. TSAI: T.C. Kokua.
COUNGILMEMBER KANE: T.G?
MR. TSAI: T as in Tom, C as in Charlie.
COUNGILMEMBER KANE: Thank you. Thank you very much.
MR. TSAI: You're welcome.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any, any other questions for Mr. Tsai? Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, Mr. Tsai, you said that there were how many
thousand hits a month?
MR. TSAI: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Just, what was the number? I missed it.
MR. TSAI: Thirty thousand hits a month.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thirty thousand.
MR. TSAI: That's 1,000 a day.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: When you, when you were the featured business,
how many inquiries about your particular business did you have?
MR. TSAI: The direct inquiry was, was not really related. See what happened was the
website directed to our company's website, so we saw immediately there was I
would say a 20 percent increase in the actual hits that we received on our
website. And through the website, the High Tech Maui website, we received a
couple of inquiries that were from people that were visiting the High Tech Maui
website.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So, in, in pure numbers, what, what would be the
approximate number of hits that you had being the, the sponsored business?
MR. TSAI: Oh, okay, well, that number I, I really can't, I don't have that exact number
and the reason why is that at that particular time we were also some other
changes to our own website. But I can tell you from my statistics, we were
getting about on average I would say 50 hits a day before the listing and
afterwards, I'd say we were going up to about 80 to 90 hits a day. So, I figure
20 percent increases that that's directly related to the High Tech Maui article or
feature article would, would seem reasonable.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And the profit margin that you were able to build up is
that considerable?
MR. TSAI: Well, I don't think there's a measurable number that I can give you right now
but I would definitely say-COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: I'm trying to get an approximate, just a feel for it. So it
was a considerable benefit to you.
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MR. TSAI: Oh, absolutely. I have no doubt. One of the things that I forgot to mention
too is when I was in Silicone Valley before I decided on Maui, I was looking at
several other states, Arizona, Colorado ... as well as Washington as possible
locations for my company and I finally decided on Hawaii, Maui to be specifically
is that, the information that I was able to gather about Maui and through the
website really helped me decide on MauL I think that's something else that you
have to look at as well is the companies who are interested of possibly relocating
or starting shop here and the marketing effort is the integral of, of the overall, you
know, High Tech Maui initiative.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Well, what I'm trying to, what I'm trying to understand
and the reasons I'm asking the questions is we're putting money into, into a
program and what I'm trying to get is a feel for the kind of return and the return
potential. So, I'm asking you a little bit of specific questions to give me an idea of
what the return potential is because we putting in an investment of taxpayers
dollars-MR. TSAI: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --and we need to justify the, the cost one way or the
other-MR. TSAI: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --and your answers are helping.
MR. TSAI: Well, like I said I haven't run through all the numbers because it happened
towards the end of last year and beginning of this year. So, our, our financial
numbers haven't came in yet that I can give you like a concrete number but for-COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: I'm not looking for concrete number. I just wanted the
approximate then the feel for it. So, what you're saying is already answered my
question that it's a very positive number.
MR. TSAI: Oh, absolutely. I mean, you know, like I said if a 20 percent increase in your
website hits it doesn't sound just fine enough. I mean if you're, anybody knows if
you have a website and you can increase your number of hits by 20 percent
that's tremendous. And I would say that another aspect of the, this whole
marketing effort is the fact that you're really placing it in, in row in terms of getting
the companies here profiled like I've mentioned. You know the companies that
are at the Tech Park to really get them to get noticed, get their names out to the
companies in mainland or international because of these so-called, you know,
circulation lists and the recipients and so forth.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you.
MR. TSAI: Sure.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Mr. Tsai, one more question from Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: How many employees do you have?
MR. TSAI: I have currently five but I'm hiring two more.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Maui residents or?
MR. TSAI: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: All Maui residents?
MR. TSAI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you.
MR. TSAI: You're welcome.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, Max, good to see you. Thank you for being here this evening.
Next, we have Mr. Michael Holland.
MR. HOLLAND:
Aloha, and good evening, Council Members.
My name is
Michael Holland. I'm the new Interim Executive Director for the Kihei Youth
Center. So, this is my first time here. I'd like to let you know that the attendance
at the Youth Center this last month has gone up over 300 new members coming
into the youth center, boys and girls. That's a jump from 1,140 to a little above
1,440. What we're doing at the youth center, we couldn't do without the support
of the Council Members, the families, the Mayor, and also particularly MEO.
MEO provides transportation for our boys and girls that otherwise would not be
able to get to the youth center. We were also in partnership with MEO to provide
an outreach for the HELP Program which we were able to in conjunction with
MEO help approximately 330 families and we want to thank you for that as well.
The, the needs of boys and girls are great and they're getting greater. With an
increase of 300, we're seeing a need for more programs, more qualified staff,
greater opportunities not just physical but also educational, vocational, and
musical. One of our new goals is to implement a music program at the youth
center. We're also emphasizing health because it really truly starts with ones
health and if we can help the boys and girls understand how they can attain
greater health then what we have done is we have helped build a very bright
future. As some of you may be aware of or all of you may be aware of we have
some problems here with health, the health of our children here in Hawaii more
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so than anywhere else in the United States. Obesity, 26 percent; pubescent
adolescent boys and girls kidney failure, 30 percent more here in Hawaii then
anywhere else in the United States and it can be traced to simple changes if
they're made. If we make those simply changes then we don't have to have that.
I want to thank you very much for allowing me to speak and I look forward to
speaking again ... .(/aughter) . ..
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Holland. Mr. Arakawa.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, Michael, perhaps you can help me. Can you
tell me what the hours of the Youth Center are now when you actually have the
kids come?
MR. HOLLAND: During school hours what we have is 2 p.m. Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday 'til 6:30; Wednesday it's 1:15 to 6:30; Saturday from 9 to 5.
Summer time, six days a week 9 to 5.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. I'm just kind of wondering because when I go
past the youth center, I've done that several times, I really haven't seen a whole
lot of kids there. But you're saying that there, the 300 kids that applied this
month, new kids.
MR. HOLLAND: Right. But what's, what's also happening depending upon the time
that you're going by, we also share with the Charter High School. So, the high
school is there from 8 a.m. in the morning 'til approximately about 2 o'clock.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And you come in after 2 o'clock.
MR. HOLLAND: Right. Usually, the first group of boys and girls start arriving
approximately 2:15, 2:20 that's when MEO, MEO also starts, you know, the
transportation to bring the boys and girls there.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: And then you're closing out about 6:30?
MR. HOLLAND: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. So, the, the program hours you have are
roughly about, oh, four and half-hours-MR. HOLLAND: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --to 6:30 about four and a half hours?
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MR. HOLLAND: We have been extremely busy. We run a multiple, we run multiple
programs to be able to meet the unique number of boys and girls that are coming
there but it is quite crowded.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay, yeah, I'll come down, drop by and take a look
at it-MR. HOLLAND: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --during your working hours. Thank you.
MR. HOLLAND: Thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Next, we have Kathryn Bell. Kathryn.
MS. BELL: Aloha. Oh, that's better. My name is Kathryn Bell. I came from Buffalo,
New York this October. I'm working through MEO Youth Bank Americorp. I'm
doing Americorp here on Maui and I work at the Maui Nui Botanical Gardens.
And I just came to thank you for your time and for your support for both the
Youth, MEO Youth Bank and the Botanical Gardens. And I also came to request
an additional $50,000 on behalf of Youth Bank in addition to the $100,000 we
received this year. Last year, they also requested $150,000 but received only
$100,00, so they're hoping to receive another $50,000 this year. And finally, I
just wanted to thank you again and invite you to come and view the progress that
we've made at the Botanical Gardens which is quite extensive. We have a little
more help, some other volunteers and some other fulltime and part time staff
members. So, I hope that you can come by and, you know, check that out.
Thanks again for your time and I hope to see you there.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
Okay.
Mr. Eugene Wolfbauer.

Thank you very much, Kathryn.

We have next,

MR. WOLFBAUER: Honorable Mayor, and Council Members. Thank you for the, for
this opportunity to speak with you. I have two topics--can you hear me? Yes, I
have two topics to touch on tonight. One is the MEO and the other is on the
Veteran's Organization. Now, first of all, I have to congratulate you on the MEO.
It's wonderful. I learned about it just recently, however, I think it's the best kept
secret on the island. Now, I've not seen anything in the newspaper. I've not, I've
not seen any advertisement at all. And I, I would suggest that possibly the news
media like the Pacific Radio Group or station KPOA or Uncle Charlie, the guy
that talks every Friday, you know, and talks to all the Hawaiians that that it could
be advertised. Now, maybe I missed the information in the newspapers or
wherever it's advertised but I think it's a great organization for everybody and I
thank you very much for that. Now, I'm going to tell you how I learned about it.
Okay. I learned about the MEO from Agnes Norff [sic] who talked to the, the
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newly formed Maui Korean Veterans Organization. Okay, it just started several
months ago. And she outlined everything that the MEO does for the, the citizens
and I was, I was astounded to learn everything that it does, it does do and how it
works on the three islands. But again, I think it's the best secret around, so
maybe a little advertising will help. And I, I, my second topic here is as a Korean,
Korean Veteran of the forgotten war, I'd like to suggest that that a highway be
dedicated to the Korean Veterans and sign, and signs installed on the highway to
identify it that such, to identify it as such. And I would ask you to consider this
suggestion for less we forget if you enjoy your freedom thank a veteran. Thank
you very much for your time.
CHAIR HOKAMA:
Okay.
Mr. Wolfbauer, thank you.
Mr. Wolfbauer, we have a question from Mr. Kane.

Why don't, hold on,

MR. WOLFBAUER: Alright. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Hi, Mr. Wolfbauer.
computer at all or do you?

Do you use your, do you use a

MR. WOLFBAUER: No, not much, a little.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Would you say that it would be a benefit that say
the ... County of Maui had a website that contained all information that you just
praised regarding MEO and other nonprofits?
MR. WOLFBAUER: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you very much.
MR. WOLFBAUER: Thank you. One question, do you have one?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: We're in the process of trying to get our Administration to
adopt one. So, we're working towards that end but I think your testimony
provides ample ammunition for us to convince them to do it.
MR. WOLFBAUER: Good. Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you.
MR. WOLFBAUER: Mahalo nui loa. I believe that's the word.
ALL: .. .(Iaughter) . ..
MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Riki. Riki.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Arakawa, you have a question for Mr. Wolfbauer?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Oh, that's okay. My Executive Assistant Adele is
going to give him a pamphlet with the website.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Arakawa. And I know we have
people from MEO, so I guess I'm sure they heard your comments this evening
also. Okay. Next, we have Joe, Joe Bertram .... (pause) . .. Good to see you,
Joe.
MR. BERTRAM: Good to see you as well. Aloha, everyone. Good to see you all. I'm,
I'm sad to see you here. What an awful place to be on a wonderful afternoon like
this. But be it as it may, I'm here to support the, the Budget and what I'm
supporting are the park funds that have been allocated for South Maui. We've
been, a wonderful opportunity, I've been working with Chris Hart in developing
the, the, the draft plan for this Kihei park but as well as the draft plan just for the
park, it included in the request proposals in this was also for a greenway and bike
path master plan for the entire area. So, what we've produced is something that
is quite exciting and really looks at making this Kihei a real park place in a sense
of a city within a park. What we're, what we're going to be producing here is not
only this park over here but it's also sparked a real interest in the central part of
Kihei which is still open right now. And there's talk about maybe putting in a
Kihei high school, a new gymnasium, and other things being put in by private
developers as part of the this new Central Kihei area here which is quite a
recreation center. We have this pool, the, the schools. We're going to have now
these playing fields and park space. And so, part of the vision is also going to be
looking at how to get private developers to be part of this exciting new town that
we're creating here. We're also, I do support that we're going to get a thousand
people involved in, in approving of the draft. It's based on the last five or six
years of community input that's been going on and looking at the, the open
space system here in Kihei and it really will create a green infrastructure for the
town. We also look to, to really creating that, a viable way that the high school
students can get involved with this. They're, they're, they're with the Tech
Ready. They have their, the east program that they won an award at this, this
year and they're looking to help us with the transit component of this park system
of this, of this whole greenway system. I do support the, the funds that's
allocated for the north/south collector road but I encourage you to call it the
north/south collector corridor because it is more than just a road and it's
important that we stop thinking of it as a road. It is a corridor. In, in the
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community plan it calls for a two lane road and a separate but adjacent
bike/pedestrian path and so it's really, really important that this is what's put into
the Budget. You might want to change the language because I saw in the
language it actually talked about a four-lane road, a possible four lane, and that
is not what is in the community plan. So, it should reflect what is in the
community plan. I also support the 25,000 in the Budget for a Bike/Pedestrian
Coordinator. This is an essential element to all of this as well as this is going on
for the rest of the County as well. It's something that was called for in the bike
plan that was attempted in '91 under Mayor Lingle. That was one of the main
recommendations and, and finally it does look like it's going to be funded. It's
really important. We need someone who's really going to look for the bikes and
pedestrians. In smart growth, the bikes and pedestrians are supposed to be
treated as number one. When you build around people instead of around cars,
you get the type of communities that smart growth as well as what folks on Maui
are really looking for. I also support this, the, the money for this Smart Growth
Conference. We need to follow up. We need to-MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MR. BERTRAM: --keep it going. And I invite you to our first workshop on this, this draft
plan. It's coming up Tuesday, I mean, Monday on April 15th • It's going to be at
Lokelani School. It's at 6 p.m. You get free cookies and juice. So, I knew that
would get you guys and thank you very much for this opportunity.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Bertram. Good to see you again. Hold
on, Joe. Mr. Arakawa, you have a question?
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Yeah, Joe, I'm kind of curious about this park
committee that you're on that's designing the park.
MR. BERTRAM: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: I've, I've heard about it but-MR. BERTRAM: Okay, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --never had any kind of a report coming back-MR. BERTRAM: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --to Council.
MR. BERTRAM: Yeah, what it is, is it was a request for proposals put out for a South
Maui facility study and draft plan for this, for this park over here, the Kihei Central
Park I guess we could call it right now. With, and Chris Hart got that it was, it
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was from the County and what it asked for was that we come up with a draft plan
that looked at that park but also it looked at the supporting parks specifically the
bikeways greenway. So, what it is, is a Chris Hart project that was funded by the
County and what we're doing is taking it out to the community one, now that
we've assembled all the stuff that has been collected from all the studies, all the
parks especially-COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Who, who has been assembling all of this stuff?
MR. BERTRAM: This is-COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Who has been the participants?
MR. BERTRAM: It's, it's Chris Hart and Partners and I've been on that project team.
South of the, Chris--I mean, sorry, Helen Felsing of the Rivers and Trails and
Conservation Assistance Program who also helped with creating Kihei 2000,
was, was on that committee as well, then he had also, his, his staff was helping
us with that.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So, how many, how many community members would
you say are involved in this?
MR. BERTRAM: Well, the, the purpose of this was to start with the vision of the
community as is involved, as is in ... in that plans that have been made so far.
We had the downtown workshop. We had the Kihei greenway workshop. We
had a South Maui open space. Two workshops that were put on by the Kihei
KCA-COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: My, my, my question-MR. BERTRAM: --Planning and Development Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --my, my question, Joey, how many community
members were involved in this planning process?
MR. BERTRAM: Those particular workshops represent over 300 members of the
community.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: No, no, no.
putting together.

In this, in this group that Chris Hart is

MR. BERTRAM: No, he's already put us together. What this is, okay, what this is, is
we're putting together the draft plan based on all the--
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: How many community members were, were involved
in putting together this draft plan that's going to be presented on Tuesday or
Monday?
MR. BERTRAM: I would say over 300. Because it is just based on those plans that we
collated from the last five years and there's a whole list of the different groups
that that were involved in creating these plans. So, we took all those plans
including the Kihei and Makena community plan and put all that onto a map. So
that's basically what we did. We did not want to start just fresh. What we wanted
to do was start with the plans that have already been made and say here it is on
a map. Because so far all those plans were just in words or some of them were
on maps that they had made but was all everywhere. There wasn't anyone
solid, one map that people could refer to that embod ... embodied all those plans
that had been made.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: My, my, my concern and the reason I'm asking this,
Joe, and I'm asking very
is because I've talked to some members from the
Parks Department and they weren't involved in-MR. BERTRAM: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --in the actual looking at this thing and if you putting it
together and you don't involve the Parks Department personnel especially in
Kihei, I have some concerns about that-MR. BERTRAM: No, those, the whole idea-COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --that's why I'm asking you very specifically.
MR. BERTRAM: The whole idea now is to take this and get at least a thousand people
to review it including all the Parks Department people. We did go to the Parks
Department people in Kahului, of course, the, the main Parks Department folks.
We didn't come to the South Maui folks. Although, they were aware of what we
were doing and I asked John Buck for his input as well.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. So, I, would it, would it be safe to say in the
actual working committee that you have, not all the different communities
planned all that-MR. BERTRAM: Exactly. Yeah, no, you, you-COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --there were like ten people.
MR. BERTRAM: That is true. That was not to include 'em at that point. All we were
doing is putting this altogether on one plan all the stuff that's already been done.
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COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay, well, we'll take a look at it-MR. BERTRAM: Okay. Good.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --when it comes out Monday I guess. Thank you.
MR. BERTRAM: Yeah, and then the next step is get everybody to look at it and decide,
yes, this is what we want or we want to add more or, you know, we don't want
this, we want something else. But we wanted to start with the planning that's
been done before because people haven't been doing that. They don't honor the
plans that have been made and they just start with something new.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Well, we'll get to see it when it comes out.
MR. BERTRAM: Please do.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Thank you.
MR. BERTRAM: And I invite all of you. Please come.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just wanted to know how, since you didn't mention
the one thing I thought you would mention, what is your feeling about the amount
that's in the Budget for the Open Space funding?
MR. BERTRAM: Oh, I think it's wonderful. We need more. And it's, it's important I
think to look at that open space is here. In fact, it's right in the middle of our
communities, you know, which is like this north/south collector corridor and that's
the kind of open space that really means something. It's not so much purchasing
large tracts of land out there or maintaining something that's way far away. It's
right in the center of our towns. And so, when we can look at creating green
infrastructure for each town, looking at what open space exists with our drainage
ways, our gulches, our wetlands, and, and our easements and making that one
big open space system, I think that's just as important as actually acquiring other
open space as well.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So, so, you're in support of the open space funding
that included in this year's Budget.
MR. BERTRAM: Very much so.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank, thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much, Joe. Matt Swartz.
MR. SWARTZ: Good evening. Thank you for your time. I'm here as the newest
member of the Maui Visitors Bureau. I'm much more comfortable speaking about
my specific property though, which is the Maui Eldorado with the Outrigger
managed property. It appears that the worse of, is behind us from 9/11 and I'm
happy to say that we've not yet achieved the levels of 2000 and we're slightly
behind 2001, nevertheless, after the first quarter, we're very relieved. However,
in order for us to be successful we've needed to do many different things. One of
'em being cut back on staff, reduce some of our service levels. And I'm looking
forward to be able to bring those levels back. You're being asked right now to
fund a lot of programs. I'm looking forward to achieving the similar levels of, of
success that we've had in the past. And one thing that I hope and I don't want to
take for granted is the continued support of the Council and the Mayor for the
Visitors Bureau and for the appropriate taxes that they bring. You've been very
generous and I know that we're asking for an increase and I just wanted to, you
know, thank you for the support and recognize the challenge that you have in
generating funds and hope that you'll continue to look at the Maui Visitor Bureau
as an investment in our future and getting back to the same levels that we've
been able to experience in the past. As a new member, I'm a novice to this sort
of process and one of my commitments to you is that I'll enjoy watching those
dollars as we spend them to--and similarly to the way I've been a steward for
Outrigger and their management at the Maui Eldorado. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Swartz, and thank you for being here this
evening. Okay. Next, we have Dave Mackwell.
MR. MACKWELL: Thank you for coming down to Kihei tonight. I'm speaking with two
hats tonight. The first is I'm the Vice-President of the Kihei Community
Association. I want to finish up the answer that Joe when he was on the spot
couldn't think of. Our last public meeting for the KCA was about the new park
development and Chris Hart's plan. He displayed the entire inventory of parks all
the way from Maalaea to, to Makena and talked about some of the plans that
were going to be done on this new parcel. So, it, it has been presented to the
public and the, we had a one hour, he, Chris Hart did a half hour presentation
and then there was another half hour of questions and discussion and there was
a lot of talk. So, the community is very much involved with that project. That's,
I'd also like to ... everybody knows how fast Kihei is growing and there's a lot of
needs down here. We're going to be a big part of this island particular if you
consider we're the gateway to Wailea and Makena. So, there's a lot of traffic
problems. We, we need to support that problem here. We also as Joe
mentioned the greenways, the Kihei Community Association is going to vote on a
project that we're going to make our, our key project for the year and that's going
to be the South Maui Coastal Heritage Trail. We really want to push that. We
want to have people be able to walk along the coastline and ride bicycles. Now
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they can't do it and they're forced on to roads, and some places don't even have
sidewalks on South Kihei Road. So, that's really something that we should,
should, we all should all think about. And the whole parks and the chunks for
char... the, excuse me, the Charter high school is another issue that the County
is giving some support to, that's an important thing for our community. We have
900 students being transported across the island to high school. It doesn't make
any sense at all. And the road and traffic is the other things that the community
is very much concerned with so. Jo Anne Johnson had mentioned open space.
I'm also on the Board of the Maui Coastal Land Trust and some of you might be
aware that there's been a proposed Charter amendment to, to be included in the
November ballot. We're supporting that and we'll be probably contacting you
with some information because I know your inputs are going to be asked by the
Charter Commission.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Is that it, Dave?
MR. MACKWELL: That's it. Was the enough? Did I make the three minutes?
ALL: .. .(Iaughter) . ..
CHAIR HOKAMA: No. Okay, Dave, hold on please. Mr. Arakawa has a question.
M R. MACKWELL: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Dave, mentioned that the South Maui coastal corridor
is going to be the key for the KCA's concentration this year.
MR. MACKWELL: Well, we're going to, we have to, the executive committee discussed
it earlier this week and we're, we're planning to bring it to a vote on Thursday
night.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. Is this, is this going to be similar to the
Heritage Corridor that was proposed in the community plan?
MR. MACKWELL: Same thing. It is. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: That's what it is.
MR. MACKWELL: Yeah. I didn't use all the right buzzwords but it's plan that the Kihei
2000 had proposed for a coastal. .. walkway.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. So, in the, in the plan is that, is that where you
as the community association is trying to concentrate funding to be able to create
that corridor?
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MR. MACKWELL: Well, I think the awareness of that whole thing has kind of faded, oh,
in the last couple of years and we want to just it forward. We haven't really
formulated a plan yet or had a meeting on it but we're, we're, we want to adopt
some key focus for our community association and that, we thought that might be
a good one. Our Board has not voted on it but I think they will.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay, because Helen Felsing was-MR. MACKWELL: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --very, very instrumental. She was the representative
for the Coastal-MR. MACKWELL: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --the Heritage Corridor.
MR. MACKWELL: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: So, she's involved in this .. .(inaudible) . ..
MR. MACKWELL: She's not involved yet but anybody who wants to be involved will be
involved that's for sure. It's not ...
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. No, I'm just, I'm just trying to-MR. MACKWELL: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: --understand where it is because if it's the Heritage
Corridor then .. .(inaudible) . ..
MR. MACKWELL: It's nowhere right now as far as I know.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much for being here, Dave, this evening.
MR. MACKWELL: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, the last person we have at this time is Ruth Corn. If there's
anyone else besides Ruth that would like to testify this evening, please make
yourself known. Sign up with a form please and then we can recognize you.
Okay, this is the last offering from the Chair for public testimony. After this lady,
I'm, I'm closing testimony for the evening. Please start, Ms. Corn.
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MS. CORN: Thank you. Thank you all for being here. My name is Ruth Corn. I'm the
Library Director for the Business Research Library. We are in the Maui Research
and Technology Center Park. I just wanted to come and say thank you. I've, I've
been gone for four years and I consciously came back to reo .. retake up the job.
I was on Oahu for four and half years developing an electronic library for a
federal entity. And I came back several times to events here on Maui and I really
saw firsthand what you hear about. It's like out of sight, out of mind. When I was
in Oahu it just seemed like there was not much news about Maui and yet, when I
was here it was all encompassing. So, I was really heartened to see what's been
happening in the park under the leadership of people like Jeanne Skog, the
Economic Development Board, the entities in the park, the small businesses as
well as the federal agencies. And I think it's a good time for MauL I and my staff,
are really pleased to do work for the businesses, the small people on Maui as
well as agencies, nonprofit agencies. And we even were pleased last week to
put together on very short notice some statistics for Roz's Office in going for a
grant. I've noticed that over the four years people have really been supportive of
bringing their statistics to us and helping us to be able to present those in
meaningful ways for people doing research. In addition to our publishing the
Maui County Data Book for you each year, which I brought a co~y along. We,
this year, took on a new project and that was after September 11 t to do a study
statewide to see what were the effects and I brought that tonight. If you'd like I
can leave that here with you. That has statistics from all of the counties and I'm
happy to say that Maui really did not suffer so poorly. I don't know. Did you want
to hear some of the things or the requests that we get? Otherwise, this .. .(end of
tape, side 2A). .. This is just an eye, sort of a birds eye view of the things that
we do. We, we give local, domestic, and international. . .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ruth, please, please use the mike so we can ensure that we capture
your comments.
MS. CORN: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
MS. CORN: We do competitive analysis, professional and vocational licensing. We
provide information on site locations, alternative supplier information, local
products and services, import/export regulations and programs, salaries and pay
rates, business lists, human resource regulations and management, food product
labeling regulations-MS. INOUYE-OGATA: Three minutes.
MS. CORN: My time is up.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You have one minute.
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MS. INOUYE-OGATA: You have another minute.
MS. CORN: Okay, though that's just sort of a list of a few. We answered about 1,209
inquires total in the past year. So, we're quite busy. But it's a job that I love and
it's just the most exciting. It's the best kept secret in Library Science. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Any questions for Ms. Corn? Ms. Corn, could you hold on
please, Mr. Arakawa has a question.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA: Just a comment.
MS. CORN: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER ARAKAWA:
appreciated it.

Thanks for all the help over the years.

We really

MS. CORN: Oh, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Anyone else? If not, thank you very much, Ms. Corn. Our
last testifier this evening is Myrna Stone, if you'd come and give us your
comments please.
MS. STONE: Good evening and thank you for being here. I thought I had a group here
with me but I guess I'm it. I'm here to ask you for your continued support for the
Maui Symphony. I've been a Kihei resident for 21 years. I've attended the
symphony over that time and I don't know if any of you have been there recently
but we have something to be really proud of. It's, it's first class. We're asking for
continued, the same support that we were given last year and also to consider
the help that it lends to our students. The grade averages go up when it's been
shown that kids have been involved in music over the years. And that's it. I
thank you very much.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Just to let you know you weren't alone.
Mr. Sussman, Mr. Stewart, and Mr. Chafets.
MS. STONE: Oh, good.
CHAIR HOKAMA: So, you, you're not alone.
MS. STONE: Sorry, I'm late. Thank you. They were early .
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much. Kihei community we thank you very
much for sharing your time with us this evening. You also have additional
opportunities to testify before the committee before final decision making is made
in about approximately the middle of this month. And we will be completing our
work by end of May, which is a requirement of the Charter of the County of MauL
So, we appreciate any comments. You can e-mail testimony. You may fax
testimony. You may present written testimony through the mail or you may
provide all testimony at all our future meetings concerning the Fiscal Year 2003
Budget. So, on behalf of the Members here this evening, we thank you and this
meeting is adjourned .... (gavel) . ..
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (Excused: PK, CT. Absent: WKN)
ACTION:

ADJOURN:

DEFER pending further discussion.

7:41 p.m.

APPROVED:

~~
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